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Abstract
Nuclear facilities have a regulatory requirement to measure radiation levels within Post
Operational Clean Out (POCO) around nuclear facilities each year, resulting in a trend
towards robotic deployments to gain an improved understanding during nuclear
decommissioning phases. The UK Nuclear Decommissioning Authority supports the
view that human‐in‐the‐loop (HITL) robotic deployments are a solution to improve
procedures and reduce risks within radiation characterisation of nuclear sites. The authors
present a novel implementation of a Cyber‐Physical System (CPS) deployed in an
analogue nuclear environment, comprised of a multi‐robot (MR) team coordinated by a
HITL operator through a digital twin interface. The development of the CPS created
efficient partnerships across systems including robots, digital systems and human. This
was presented as a multi‐staged mission within an inspection scenario for the hetero-
geneous Symbiotic Multi‐Robot Fleet (SMuRF). Symbiotic interactions were achieved
across the SMuRF where robots utilised automated collaborative governance to work
together, where a single robot would face challenges in full characterisation of radiation.
Key contributions include the demonstration of symbiotic autonomy and query‐based
learning of an autonomous mission supporting scalable autonomy and autonomy as a
service. The coordination of the CPS was a success and displayed further challenges and
improvements related to future MR fleets.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Nuclear facilities are required to undergo frequent Inspection,
Maintenance and Repair (IMR) activities to ensure safe pro-
cesses throughout a facility. At the end of their life‐cycle, such
facilities undergo strict decommissioning protocols due to the
hazardous nature of handling nuclear materials [1]. For
example, in Sellafield Ltd. (Seascale, West Cumbria, UK), the
Post Operational Clean Out (POCO) programme was estab-
lished to ensure the consistency in the processes that support
both site operations and nuclear decommissioning [2]. The key
objectives of this programme include reducing the general risks
and hazards, minimising the radiological and chemotoxic
constraints and facilitating the safe decommissioning and de-
molition of its buildings [3].

Robotics and Autonomous Systems (RAS) are key en-
ablers in gaining an improved understanding of a nuclear
facility whilst increasing the safety of personnel who conduct
POCO operations [4]. Mobile robots can access confined
spaces, perform routine inspection and clean‐up activities, all
whilst a human remains at a safe distance from radioactivity
[5‐9]. This research demonstrates a broad spectrum of po-
tential applications across diverse sectors. Within the current
state‐of‐the‐art for robots in nuclear environments, systems
are deployed individually and evaluated under single use‐case
deployments via a sequence of events where in most exam-
ples, when safety is increased via robotics, efficiency de-
creases [10, 11]. In addition, presently sectors such as defence
[12], offshore (inclusive of both renewable and petrochemical
domains) [13, 14], healthcare [15], logistics [16] and agricul-
ture [17] are also actively assessing the merits of deploying
individual mobile robots. These evaluations aim to validate
the accrued benefits of single‐unit deployments. However, as
the advantages of such deployments become evident, these
sectors will inevitably seek to scale their operations by
deploying increased number of robots with heterogeneity to
acquire benefits for more tasks and requirements. This
endeavour, though a requirement in scalability, will encounter
a notable bottleneck stemming from challenges associated
with coordinating and comprehending the large datasets
generated by these robot teams [18]. For Multi‐Robot (MR)
fleets operating in dangerous environments, such as discussed
in this article for the nuclear sector, resilience and coordi-
nation of robots at a distance in a safe environment from a
user interface by a human are identified as additional key
challenges in the future [19]. The advancement of MRfleets
represents a key opportunity to maximise the characteristics
from a range of robots to improve IMR activities, produc-
tivity (due to the ability to complete tasks in parallel) and
resilience in operations [14, 20, 21].

Nuclear facilities undergoing decommissioning present
several challenges to robotics including unstructured, high

consequence environments with hazards, such as radiological,
chemical, thermal and other risks, which are often not visible
to the eye. Whilst current operations that take place have high
precision, are well planned and safe via defence in depth, often
operations are substandard, resulting in loss of critical plant
knowledge, additional costs and extended completion timelines
[22, 23]. To improve current procedures, research is being
conducted on heterogeneous MR fleets for task allocation [24].
This also leverages the unique capabilities of a range of indi-
vidual platforms, varying in size and function. MR fleets can
provide an opportunity to harness information, access
difficult‐to‐reach areas, provide more frequent IMR and ensure
safe procedures [25, 26]. Albeit the next generation of nuclear
reactors are being designed with improved accessibility for
robotics [27, 28], several inherent challenges are also presented
for legacy and decommissioning management including
radiological activity, poor access (e.g., where shielding prevents
wireless communications), contamination, power supplies and
variable packages [29].

The prospect of a MR‐fleet within a nuclear facility is
highly desirable where a Human‐In‐The‐Loop (HITL) can
coordinate the fleet to complete a range of tasks throughout a
facility where RAS can access areas where dose rates of radi-
ation may be too high for humans [30, 31]. A MR‐fleet is of
key importance as a range of robots allows for their different
capabilities to be exploited. For example, tasks can be allocated
to different robotic platforms based on different priorities
(robotic ability, availability and sensing payload) and can be
conducted repeatedly with precision. However, considerations
must be made in terms of resilient communications, real‐time
data, visualisation, interpretation of data and deployability [32].
This allows for a HITL to trust the deployment of the MR‐
fleet and ensure safe deployment of robots, which do not
risk a safe state across the facility.

The term Cyber‐Physical System (CPS) has been created
due to the advancement of inter connectivity between
embedded physical systems (robots, sensors and actuators)
with computation technologies (digital twins, simulations and
dashboard interfaces), where an overview is displayed in
Figure 1 [33, 34]. A DT (digital twin) is a copy of a physical
object, environment and system that is connected and shares
operational and functional data [35]. These areas have had
significant development in recent years where the state‐of‐the‐
art has improved due to physical attributes of robotic plat-
forms [14, 36, 37], processing in computing (e.g. Nvidia and
Intel processors), digital modelling [38‐40] and wireless con-
nectivity including developments in the Internet of things
[41, 42]. Currently there are limitations enabling a fully func-
tional CPS with bidirectional communications across HITL,
DT, robotic platforms and sensors. The motivation of this
work aims to overcome these issues via a symbiotic approach
where robots can communicate with each other and exhibit
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robotic teamwork in overcoming challenges in cluttered envi-
ronments and inspection missions [20].

This research article presents the first implementation of a
MR CPS coordinated by a HITL operator through a DT
interface in a representative, non‐active nuclear scenario. A
multi‐staged IMR mission for the heterogeneous Symbiotic
Multi‐Robot Fleet (SMuRF) based within an analogue nuclear
environment was demonstrated at RAICo1 facility, Cumbria,
UK. An overview of the SMuRF mission and performance can
be accessed via a video [43]. The facility was created to remove
the challenges associated with working on nuclear sites and
provides an intermediate stage for testing RAS in a facility that
mirrors obstacles found at Sellafield Ltd. [44]. The SMuRF
consisted of Boston Dynamics SPOT with ARM, Agile X
Scout 2.0 and mini, Clearpath Jackal (Continuous Autonomous
Radiometric Monitoring Assistant (CARMA)) [45], Franka
robotic manipulator Arm and DJI Tello Drone. The demon-
stration of the SMuRF included an analogue environment
scenario where UK regulation requires nuclear operators to
access and complete characterisation of a site every 3–
6 months to assess for radiation levels and asset health
monitoring. In the inspection, a DT is utilised to oversee
changes in the intermediate nuclear environment where the
robotic team is also visualised. Within the inspection mission,
aqueous contamination is detected and mapped via a Fre-
quency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar sensor
paired with radiation dosage levels from a commercial‐off‐the‐
shelf radiation sensor [46]. This advances the state‐of‐the‐art as
more information can be attained by a robot on reporting to
improve the situational awareness of a HITL during POCO.
The key benefit of robot deployed sensing is to leverage the
spatiotemporal data recorded by the system, that is, position in
space and a time stamp for any collected data. For stakeholders

to exploit this data, there exists a need to effectively process,
interrogate and visualise data, which may be collected over the
span of many years. DTs therefore offer a compelling solution
to these nuclear sector needs. Within the CPS investigation,
due to the wireless constraints in the facility, the data is fed
back to the DT after the mission for visualisation and
processing.

This work uses a system of systems approach extending
beyond typical swarming [47], MR‐fleet operations [48, 49] and
is different to Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) Subterranean Challenge [50], which represents the
current state‐of‐the‐art. This work discovers a new extension
beyond the state‐of‐the‐art due to symbiosis that takes place
across the SMuRF and is discussed within this paper [51].
These findings have been presented in the literature review
segment which highlights the current state‐of‐the‐art in MR‐
fleets and the competitors of the DARPA Sub‐T challenge.
This article creates opportunities and sets up an alternative
methodology to a MR‐fleet to establish resilience through in-
formation sharing and lifecycle learning across the HITL. The
key contribution includes the addressment of safety compli-
ance, reliability and resilience throughout the lifecycle of a
robotic deployment, which includes query‐based learning to-
wards symbiotic autonomy as a service. The objectives from
this article include a DT interface with the ability to access near
to real‐time data from the SMuRF, symbiotic interactions
across a robot team where robots collaborate towards POCO
and the novel deployment of millimetre‐wave radar sensing to
localise potential aqueous contamination across a nuclear fa-
cility. Symbiotic interactions are defined as situations where a
robotic team is required to directly collaborate together to
overcome mission challenges relating to inspection, wireless
communication or robot failures.

F I GURE 1 An overview of a cyber physical systems architecture highlighting cyber, physical, access, transmission and application layers.
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For the Nuclear sector, learning needs to be completed
incrementally as we must ensure we can decrease mission risk
whilst improving robotic capability in a safe and secure
pathway. This symbiotic approach is a vital and necessary step
for the optimisation of MR‐fleets where regulators encourage a
pathway towards a design for symbiotic autonomy. However,
we must ensure that the introduction of a MR‐fleet to a facility
does not create an operational hazard. Symbiotic interactions
across robots allow for opportunities where robots can be
recovered or the safety hazard can be more effectively assessed.
A reliable and resilient MR‐fleet ensures effective collection of
data which can be translated for the HITL into information for
decommissioning, asset lifecycle extension and safety.

The publication is structured as follows. Section 2 includes a
literature review of the current state‐of‐the‐art in MR fleets
where subsection 2.1 includes a full review of the DARPA SubT
challenge, subsection 2.2 includes digital twins for decom-
missioning nuclear facilities and subsection 2.3 presents sensing
methods for aqueous contamination and finally a summary
section is presented. The methodology of the SMuRF is pre-
sented within Section 3. Section 4 includes the implementation
and results where the MR inspection mission is presented in
detail. Section 5 includes the discussion section where many of
the lessons learned from this project are discussed. Section 6
includes the conclusion and Section 7 includes the future work.

2 | RELATED WORK: MR FLEETS

Interests in the deployment of MR teams continue to grow
across several fields [52–55]. One of the reasons for this
growing interest in MR teams is the limitation in capabilities
of available single robots. Since no single robot can perform
all conceivable tasks due to design [56, 57], size [58] and
power consumption limitations [59, 60], it may be useful to
combine the functionalities of several robots to accomplish a
goal. The main reason for this is the need to accomplish
tasks within a given timeframe where a diverse robotic fleet
completing a collection of inspection tasks is more efficient
and effective. Therefore, dividing the task amongst several
robots is useful and presents efficiency for facility operators.
A third reason is that different robots are designed for spe-
cific terrains of operation, which may also influence the
duration of operation. This specific reason provides motiva-
tion for the need for marsupial robots, where the function-
alities of aerial and ground robots are combined within a
single robotic platform [61].

2.1 | Defence advances research projects
Subterranean Challenge

The DARPA Subterranean Challenge (SubT) was designed to
address challenges that first responders face in search and
rescue. The primary objective of the competition is to establish
run‐time situational awareness for a small team of operators
whose robots must enter an unknown dynamic subterranean

environment, which is representative of collapsed mines, post‐
earthquake or search and rescue in urban settings. The robotic
team conduct searches to locate artefacts (survivor manikin,
mobile phone, backpack, helmet and other signs of potential
survivors) alongside their reported location accurate to 5 m
[50, 62]. This has driven the robotics community to develop
different methodologies to search underground environments
within time constraints. The work demonstrated holistic top‐
down approaches featuring robot fleet coordination via
communication streams to a HITL alongside ground‐up ca-
pabilities such as detection of artefacts, mapping and naviga-
tion as displayed in Figure 2.

This section includes a comprehensive review from the
Special Issue on Advancements and Lessons Learned during
phase I and II of the DARPA Subterranean Challenge high-
lighting shared areas of improvement and barriers across the
articles with respect to the state‐of‐the‐art in MR teams. The
keywords used to conduct this review alongside their defini-
tions are presented within Table 1, ahead of the critical analysis.

The CERBERUS team resulted as the winners of the
DARPA SubT challenge, however the outcomes and obser-
vations from each of the teams at the DARPA SubT challenge
are discussed in this article [69, 70]. Key themes and challenges
pertaining to their MR‐fleet and approach has been highlighted
under common headings of operator overload, communica-
tions and robot failure as displayed in Table 2. Whilst operator
overload is difficult to measure and has no universal definition,
we consider it defined as the cognitive workload required by
the user's perceived level of mental effort that is influenced by

F I GURE 2 Comparison: ground‐up and top‐down approach.
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several factors including number of tasks, task design and the
imperative of a task [78] Operator overload typically negatively
affects an inspection mission due to the user receiving too
much information, too little information or information at the
wrong time causing stress, therefore acting detrimentally to the
mission [79]. Wireless communications represent how effec-
tively they were deployed, whether there were breaks in the
chain of communications which inhibited the MR‐fleet. Ro-
botic failure was analysed as the negative performance of the
robot whilst completing tasks. This included robotic failure in
areas whilst navigating over stairs, in different environments or
damage sustained on robots and the performance of recovery
methods which were implemented.

This section provides critical analysis of the DARPA SubT
challenge displayed within Table 2. The competition states that
during the mission, a single human operator is only permitted
to oversee and interact with the mission from a dashboard
interface. Combining this operation requirement with the need
for several robotic platform types to be deployed, this often
resulted in operator overload when challenges in mission
resilience were faced during artefact detection [72]. In several
cases, the robots often had to be teleoperated to overcome
resilience challenges such as the unstructured environments
presented in each segment of the course [65, 71, 73, 74]. This
resulted in a HITL having to be extremely focussed during the
mission [74]. In some cases, artefacts were detected 13 times a
minute. This overwhelmed the operator, especially when being
required to teleoperate a robot in the scenario where a robot is

stuck (such as within rubble or narrow corridors) and damage
sustained on robots [73, 77]. However, some teams did try to
overcome this issue by offloading some decisions to an auto-
mated co‐pilot such as Team Nebula [75].

Many of the teams also focussed on communications that
became a challenge due to sharing of data within the tunnels
(which are wireless communications denied). Several teams
utilised mesh networks where reliability issues were faced when
dropping down wireless nodes in the tunnels. In addition,
some robots damaged the mesh networks by autonomously
traversing over them. A couple of teams relied on their robots
travelling to the tunnel access area (mission start point next to
base station) in some stages to enable wireless connectivity for
the exchange of data.

Lastly, there were issues related to robotic failure within the
mission profiles. These were related to any failures of the ro-
bots which left them stranded or unable to continue the
mission. These were mainly due to the autonomy within nav-
igation being unable to overcome obstacles due to the un-
structured terrain. For example, a quadruped robot slipped
when navigating over a railway track leaving it unrecoverable
due to system failure [73]. A tracked robot shut down on a
stairway, when the tracks slipped, this caused a crash and the
HITL was forced to shutdown the robot. The same team also
faced a catastrophic failure post mission due to the conden-
sation which had built up during the event leaving a Clearpath
Husky with problems after the event [76]. In advance of the
DARPA SubT challenge, many teams knew they would face

TABLE 1 Keywords and definition.

Keyword Definition

Resilience [63] The ability to recover from unforeseen circumstances such as environmental variables, unstructured environments where
the robot can overcome adversity to maximise the current task success rate

Reliability [64] Reducing risk onboard a robot and maximising state of health via monitoring and ensuring the operational ability of the
onboard systems maximising the mean time to failure

Operator overload [65, 66] Psychological stress and anxiety resulting in the human making mistakes, only focusing on urgent tasks, forgetting about
the use of other robots in the fleet and forgetting the wider strategy of the challenge

Communications [49] Exchange of information across robots and to the HITL via different methods of communication including wired and
wireless

Robotic failure [67] The circumstances during design, manufacture or operation of a robot that lead to a failure mode during its operation

Robotic teamwork [68] Working collaboratively as a team to achieve improved inspection capability or overcome adversity in dynamic
environments

Virtual interactions Improving the situational awareness in a robotic fleet when two or more robots share data leading to improve information
about a mission. For example, map sharing

Physical interactions On‐site interactions between two robots.

‐ A robot utilises a second robot to improve the visibility of an area. (Room filled with smoke, robot A has visual camera
and robot B uses its thermal camera to guide robot a to safety)

‐ Robot A requests the manipulator from robot B to free a cable restricting robot A's operation

Symbiotic interactions Taking the form of either virtual or physical within a robotic team where several robots collaborate directly to overcome
mission challenges relating to inspection, wireless communications or robotic failures. This reduces the requirement for
humans to intervene and replaces it with robotic intervention via symbiotic interactions

Abbreviation: HITL, human‐in‐the‐loop.
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TABLE 2 Outcomes and observations the competing teams at the DARPA SubT event.

Publication and Fleet
Specification Operator overload Communications Robot failure Robotic teamwork

CERBERUS: Autonomous
legged and aerial robotic
exploration in the tunnel
and urban circuits of the
DARPA subterranean
challenge [71]

3x Anymal B quadrupeds
3x DJI Matrice 100 UAV
1x Modified wheeled Super
Mega Bot

1) Lack of a single unified UIa

2) Complex UI (difficult to
comprehend by a user in
high pressureb) for gath-
ering information from
robots (maps, camera
streams, artefact
detection)a

3) Lack of ability to relocate
the robot when robot vir-
tual position doesn't
match real positiona

1) Reliability issues in func-
tionality of breadcrumb
WIFI nodesa

2) Wrong decisions where to
position breadcrumb
nodes and tilted nodes
resulted in weak
connectionsa

1) Tangled tether during
missiona

2) ANYmal quadruped stuck
on obstacle in new envi-
ronment with no con-
nected comms therefore
unrecoverablea

1) Robots dropping WIFI
nodesa

2) Map/data sharinga

3) No physical interactions
across MR‐fleetb

A heterogeneous unmanned
ground vehicle and blimp
robot team for search and
rescue using data‐driven
autonomy and
communication‐aware
navigation [72]

1x Blimp UAV
1x Clearpath wheeled Jackal
2x Clearpath wheeled Husky
1x Spherical robot
1x Race car robot wheeled

1) Operator overload not
mentioned but considered
likely due to high task
volume for HITLb

2) All decisions made by a
human, a human selects
location for drop nodes,
assigns subgoals for un-
explored regionsb

1) Relied on moving WIFI
access points in addition
to static anchor nodesa

2) Attempts to establish
communication metric
across equipment. Quan-
titive measurements for
when/where to drop
WIFI nodesa

1) UGV stuck on ledge
(unrecoverable)a

2) Unstructured terrain lead to
SLAM failure increasing
mean odometry and map-
ping error, resulting in
inaccurate artefact detec-
tion (>5 m)a

1) Spherical and race car ro-
bots as mobile WIFI
nodesa

2) Collaborative mapping
onlya

3) No physical interactions
across MR‐fleetb

Heterogeneous ground and air
platforms, homogeneous
sensing: Team CSIRO
Data61's approach to the
DARPA subterranean
challenge [73]

1x CSIRO hexapod (Legged
robot)

1x Ghost robotics quadruped
1x Emesent UAV
1x BIA5 ATR tracked robot
1x Superdroid LT2‐F tracked
robot

1x CSIRO DTR tracked
robot

1) Autonomous navigation
was more reliable in chal-
lenging environments than
teleoperationa

2) Artefact detection rate
overwhelmed the
operatora

3) Operator required to assist
stuck robot and reprioriti-
sation of tasksa

1) Shut down wireless com-
munications project to use
off the shelf product
(Rajant mesh system)a

2) Operator spending large
amounts of time trouble-
shooting communicationsa

3) Robots damaging comms
network by driving over
WIFI nodesa

1) Ghost quadruped slipped
on rail and was unrecov-
erable at 40 m from start
of missiona

2) Tracked robot beached in
single missiona

3) Minimal damage sustained
on robots where some
robots continued after a
roll affecting robot orien-
tation and collisiona

4) Stuck robots required
remote human interven-
tion due to insufficient
modelling of risks in
challenging terraina

1) UGVs carrying UAVsa

2) Shared map data enabled
for coordination of
exploring regions away
from other robotic agentsa

3) Improvements will address
platform robustness and
stabilityb via platform
designb

4) No physical interactions
across MR‐fleetb

5) Future work includes
focussing on coordination,
platform heterogeneity
and autonomya

Resilient and modular
subterranean exploration
with a team of roving and
flying robots [65]

3x custom ground robots
2x custom UAVs

1) Majority of stuck robots
abandoned due to oper-
ator overload enabling
operator to focus on co-
ordination of other robots
and detection of artefactsa

2) Unable to recover robots
via joysticka

1) Lag in wireless comms
when recovering robots
via teleoperationa (no
quantifiable indication
other than negatively
affected HITL
teleoperationb)

2) Build comms network with
one robot to maximise
exploration (via commu-
nication beaconsb). This
method was soon aban-
doned due to speed issuesa

3) Robot stuck outside of
wireless comms became
abandoneda

1) Robot stuck on stairwaya

2) Robot motor failure and
abandoneda

3) Robot stuck with human
operator unable to recover
ita

4) Navigation maps became
misaligned and required
mission restarta

1) Attempts made to free ro-
bots using other robots
but manually teleoperateda

2) UAV launched from UGV
but landed at the entrance
of the course after their
missiona
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TAB LE 2 (Continued)

Publication and Fleet
Specification Operator overload Communications Robot failure Robotic teamwork

Multi‐agent autonomy:
Advancements and
challenges in subterranean
exploration [74]

1x Clearpath wheeled Husky
1x Lumenier QAV500 UAV
1x Superdroid HD2 tracked
robot

1) Manual control was least
desirable but often war-
ranted in many casesa

2) Errors in position data ac-
quired for artefacts
required manual data entry
by HITLa

3) A requirement to assume
manual control in unfore-
seen circumstances or to
investigate areas of inter-
est resulting in additional
load on a HITL managing
multiple robotsa

1) Increased success rate of
artefact image trans-
mission from 30% to
100% via map diffs
resulting in low‐
bandwidth data and point‐
to‐point messages for map
diffs and artefact imagesa

2) Challenge of designing a
multi‐agent systems which
can handle robots leaving
comms regularly with
respect to coordination of
the robotsa

3) Overcome network satura-
tion and reliability issues
throughout UDP‐Mesh
communicationsa

Mostly performance issues
than failuresa

1) 7 false IDs during artefact
scanning with 8 reported
in wrong position in 24
scans (required HITL
intervention)a

2) Limited number of plat-
forms resulted in less area
covered when compared
to other teamsa

1) Multi‐agent communication
hopping‐ tactic used to
share information to
HITL through other ro-
botic platforms which
worked effectively even
without coordinationb

2) No physical interactions
across MR‐fleet asides
from sharing of messagesb

NeBula: TEAM CoSTAR's
robotic autonomy solution
that won phase II of
DARPA subterranean
challenge [75]

2x Boston Dynamics Spot
quadruped

6x Hybrid vehicles
4x Clearpath wheeled Husky
1x Tracked Telemax
1x Small rover
2x Small custom UAV

1) Operation module to aid
human supervisor interac-
tion with the UIa

2) Auto co‐pilot handles
several decision‐making
processes (tasks) to mini-
mise overwhelming HITL
however, requires HITL
to trust ita

3) HITL ready to assist with
mission critical tasksa

4) Human viewed as a
resource and intervention
task managementa

1) Quality of service data dis-
tribution service via
collaborative high band-
width operations with ra-
dio dropables. Mobile and
static communication
nodesa

2) Minor change in USB driver
and network bandwidth
limitations resulted in un-
expected failurea

1) UAV critical failure due to
poor lighting at 35 m from
starta

2) Dust was a major issue
causing vision‐based state
estimation failures for
UAVsa

3) Recovery behaviours mostly
worked and provided no
catastrophic failurea

4) Critical failures/km for
each robota: Skid steer‐0.2

Tracked‐0
Ackermann‐0
Quadruped‐1.1
5) A key lesson in future was

to allow system predict
failure and adapt to failure
when it occursa

1) Communications sharing
data onlya

2) Human‐machine teamwork
in terms of autonomous
co‐pilot to reduce oper-
ator load when doing main
tasksb

3) No physical interactions
across MR‐fleetb

System for multi‐robotic
exploration of
underground
environments CTU‐
CRAS‐NORLAB in the
DARPA subterranean
challenge [76]

1x Clearpath wheeled Husky
1x Bluebotics SA Absolem
tracked robot

1x Hexapod crawling robot
1x Aerial quadrotor robot

1) Flipper control (for trac-
tion) on tracked robot
completed autonomously
to reduce cognitive load
and due to time lag in
communicationsa

2) Most runs were either tele-
operated or heavily influ-
enced by human operator
via waypoint navigation
directionsa

1) UDP protocol means
connection state is not
affected by wireless link
state‐ transmits when link
is availablea

2) No wireless link for UAV
initially then would trans-
fer data if close to course
entrancea

3) Teleoperation of robots
with 10 s delaya

1) Software allows for failures
and tries to mitigate them†

(resilienceb)
2) Tracked robot shutdown on

stairs, flippers lost traction
and caused crash. Robot
unable to overturn due to
unrecognised behaviour,
HITL shutdown robota

3) 8° C and 100% humidity
throughout the event.
Husky broke down after
event due to condensation
on internal componentsa

1) Communications sharing
dataa

2) Husky was freed by tracked
robot bumping into it to
tip over and break free
although husky rescue
caused tracked robot to
lose mapping and be lostb.
A minor example of
teamwork to overcome a
problemb

Teleoperation for urban
search and rescue
applications [77]

1) Teleoperation approach
limited multiple agents
advancing through circuit
at the same timea

1) Wireless daisy chain
configuration to maintain
communicationsa

2) Robot with fibre optic cable
for communicationsa

1) Failure of dispensing
mechanism for repeater
node overturning robota

2) SLAM began to become
unstablea

No direct robotic teamwork
present, however, used a
diverse multi robot fleet to
tackle challenges in
terrainb

(Continues)
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robotic failures and so had designed different approaches in
advance. For example, Rouček et al. [76], utilised software
which allowed for failures and tried to mitigate them when they
occurred. Agha et al. with Team CoSTAR [75] designed re-
covery failures which typically worked effectively, and however,
planned to enable the system to predict failure and adapt to it
when it occurs. Several of the other teams discuss the HITL,
such as having to identify when failures have occurred and
teleoperate the robot to overcome different challenges which
occurred.

Robotic teamwork across a MR‐fleet allows for a wide
range of capabilities to be captured to overcome challenges
related to resilience, reliability and mission optimisation. For
example, many of the robots faced robotic failures, such as
Team CERBERUS when one of their tethered robots had a
tangled optical cable which was vital to the mission ensuring
optimum communications between HITL and robots in the
nearby area [71]. If the team had designed a contingency plan
via robotic teamwork, then this failure could have been over-
come by a robot with a manipulator arm for untangling of the
optical cable. This would recover the tethered robot allowing
entry further into the mine shaft. An unintentional teamwork
via robots to overcome failure did occur in one of the teams. A
husky robot was freed to overcome navigational challenges by
a tracked robot. The tracked robot was rammed into the Husky
to dislodge it, however this resulted in a negative interaction as
although the Husky robot was now operational, the tracked
robot now displayed a failure as it had lost its location in the
map it had constructed [76].

In summary, this article identified that many of the teams
faced common issues and challenges related to operator
overload, communications, robotic failure and robotic team-
work. Therefore, we propose that a new approach via symbi-
osis is required which can further improve the state‐of‐the‐art
in MR team missions.

2.2 | Digital twins for decommissioning
nuclear facilities

Decommissioning of nuclear power plants is a complex pro-
cedure with many issues and potential hazards. Such a process
should be considered and planned at the stage of design of the

plant according to the International Atomic Energy Agency
recommendations [80].

With advancements in technology, use of remotely
controlled robotic manipulators has become popular in
decommissioning processes within a wide range of applica-
tions, such as extraction and disposal of radioactive materials,
decontamination and demolition of buildings, dismantling and
lifting equipment [81]. Furthermore, digitalisation of industrial
processes with principles of Industry 4.0 enables a myriad of
flexible solutions to nuclear power plant decommissioning. For
example, DT of the power plant and robotic manipulators can
decrease the cost and eases the planning and implementation
of decommissioning. A DT provides comprehensive testing,
simulating and analysing capabilities by enabling scrolling over
time and repeating or forecasting previous and future events
which was not possible before [82]. Patterson et al. proposed a
conceptual framework for an integrated nuclear digital envi-
ronment. The proposed framework considers construction,
decommissioning, waste packaging and emplacement. The
study shows that the implementation of a digital environment
of nuclear power plants comes with a plethora of advantages,
such as shorter development times, reduced costs, higher
reliability, increased operability and safety [83]. With a similar
approach, in future, robotic manipulators can also be digital-
ised and integrated to the existing digital worlds of nuclear
power plants which would create fully functioning metaverses
for such applications [84]. As the work admits, there are
technology gaps to be closed in terms of software, model
validation and Building Information Models (BIM) for nuclear
environments before such a framework can be fully
implemented.

On the other hand, digitalisation also comes with its very
own problems such as communication requirements for real‐
time data exchange between physical asset and cyber assets
such as the DT, as well as cybersecurity aspects of the
system [82].

In order to make DTs, both data driven and model driven
approaches can be incorporated. Using numerical analysis tools
and deep knowledge of physical phenomena and the design
components, it is possible to use the model driven approach.
The data driven approach, on the other hand, benefits from
high quality data, better data analytics algorithms and a sig-
nificant improvement in computing facilities [85].

TAB LE 2 (Continued)

Publication and Fleet
Specification Operator overload Communications Robot failure Robotic teamwork

2x Large Ackermann wheeled
robots (repurposed SMP
Robotics S series)

2x Small custom skid steer
wheeled robots

8x custom UAVs

2) Cognitive load on operator
expands as the area to
search increaseda

Abbreviations: DARPA, defence advanced research projects agency; HITL, human‐in‐the‐loop; MR, multi‐robot; SLAM, simultaneous location and mapping; UAV, unmanned aerial
vehicle; UDP, user datagram protocol; UGV, unmanned ground vehicle.
aIndicates analysis or conclusions made by the authors in their respective articles for their own work.
bIndicates analysis or conclusions made by the authors in this publication in our critical analysis of the DARPA Subterranean Challenge.
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Incorporating machine learning features into nuclear plant
DTs requires massive amounts of data to increase the per-
formance and accuracy of these features. However, although
the nuclear industry does not suffer from diversity in the va-
riety of data, it does lack the quantity of data required to
produce an accurate model. A major concern in the develop-
ment of such DTs is the cost and benefit related to data and
information governance. The cost required to procure and
store data is almost entirely on the operator while the value of
the information obtained from this data is shared between
multiple organisations including but not limited to the oper-
ator, suppliers, consultancy firms selling data analytics services,
amongst others [85].

The nuclear sector requires meticulous levels of defence to
situations where autonomy alleviates risks applied in the sector.
Whilst robotics is developing to become more reliable and
resilient, they can fail to complete tasks. The nuclear sector
currently favours teleoperation over full autonomy for low
level robotic inspection, as in the event of a failure, a human
can immediately teleoperate to rectify the mission. Tele-
operation of a MR‐fleet via a single person is more difficult
when considering coordination of robots to complete a wide
range of tasks. Robotic teamwork will be crucial at ensuring
that robots can overcome problems if something goes wrong.
For example, in the case where something is dropped, a sec-
ondary robot can be sent to oversee the area and locate the
dropped object ahead of the primary robot moving. This
would ensure no other radioactive materials are dropped
resulting in a chain of incidents. This increases levels of safety
and leads to a more efficient approach to recovery from failure.

2.3 | Sensing aqueous contamination

Throughout the full lifecycle of a nuclear facility, it is of
operational imperative to understand the state of health
of radioactive materials and containment [86–88]. Levels of
contaminated water, or “liquor”, within a containment vessel
require regular inspection to ensure that the fluid level does not
fall below a certain threshold due to natural evaporation; the
refilling and draining of which utilise pipework that may be
prone to malfunction and leakage over time [75, 76]. An
evaluation of incidents, reported by Sellafield Ltd. over the
period 2017–2022, has shown that of 35 events reported to
safety authorities, 19 involved contaminants suspended within
fluid and/or radioactive liquor leakage [80, 81]. To maintain the
safety of radioactive facilities, and the surrounding environ-
ment, the detection and characterisation of contamination is a
regulatory requirement [88–92].

To maintain the safety of radioactive facilities, and the
surrounding environment, the detection and characterisation
of contamination is essential. There is a growing uptake in the
use of ground‐based vehicles for these inspection challenges,
to monitor and map radiation characteristics of dry environ-
ments [93–95]. Furthermore, there is deployment of surface
and underwater vehicles for the monitoring of wet storage
facilities equipped with radiation sensing capabilities [96, 97].

As highlighted previously, there is a considerable risk associ-
ated with liquid leaks which may be chemically or radiologically
harmful, but there is a lack of robotic solutions to detect and
discriminate liquid contamination and its radioactive signature.
With these risks, this could also lead to further spreading of
radioactive materials due to the tyres of robots when autono-
mously navigating.

2.4 | Summary

Critical analysis of subsection 2.1 and 2.2 has resulted in several
key points and gaps in literature requiring further research.
Figure 3 provides an overlook of the challenges for MR‐fleets
and DTs highlighted in this review where key points are as
follows:

1. The creation of an architecture which reduces the cognitive
load and overwhelms the HITL. This would allow for a single
human operator to focus on critical tasks surrounding
mission safety or productivity. For example, further
advancement upon team CERBERUS’ autonomous co‐pilot
feature to ensure that timely information is fed to theHITL to
reduce the burden created overwhelming the operator [71].

2. A method allowing for robots to safely enter communication
denied environments and return to available communication
areas to ensure secure data collection, storage and transfer to
the HITL. An example includes where a robot has failed (in a
WIFI denied area) that a second robot should be able to assist
in locating the failed robot, collecting its data and transferring
its data once WIFI has been restored.

3. Robotic failures are common in missions which are long
durations, requiring endurance and beyond visual line of
sight capabilities. Therefore, approaches must be consid-
ered to mitigate failures and allow some failures to occur in
other instances. For example, if a robot is stranded, unre-
coverable or not completed its job, another robot could be
used to overcome the issue [98], for example, assistance via
a manipulator arm to gain more force and torque to unstuck
a quadruped leg in an unstructured environment. In other
examples, it may be effective to reboot systems when some
systems fail onboard the robot.

F I GURE 3 Selection of key challenges in Digital Twin (DT)
development for the nuclear decommissioning sector. SMuRF, Symbiotic
Multi‐Robot Fleet.
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4. Finally, the development and deployment of symbiotic in-
teractions to take place a across a fleet to reduce the
requirement for human intervention with a shift towards
robotic intervention to rectify mission parameters. There is
not a single robot which exists that solves all of the solutions
in the world yet. Robots can carry different payloads and have
different capabilities due to their design. This can be lever-
aged in a robotic fleet where robots can identify when they
may face issues, and request different robots to do different
tasks such as inspection at height or in confined spaces. For
example, Ribeiro et al. presents a fleet of aerial vehicles and
autonomous ground vehicles where the aerial vehicles com-
plete the overhead inspection of a field to influence and
optimise the autonomous ground vehicles to perform agri-
cultural tasks. This results in amutualistic interaction between
the robotic teams as the aerial robot can identify and allocate
tasks for the ground vehicles whilst maintaining an optimal
flight path [99]. In addition, a robot may require a different
tool for inspection where it may bemore efficient for another
robot to collect a tool and transport it to the robot that re-
quires it. Lastly, robots can also fail in the field, meaning that
vital equipment and data cannot be recovered in some sce-
narios. This can be due to erratic behaviours, blown fuses,
stiffness in the mechanics of the robot, fault in enclosures,
hydraulic issues, etc. [64]. Therefore, this article considers a
symbiotic robotic approach where different robotic plat-
forms can be used to ensure the recovery of other robots,
such as a robot with a manipulator untangling the tether of
another robotic platform or transfer of data from a stranded
robot to an operational robot to ensure successful collection
of all field data.

This article recognises that reconfigurable teams and
reinforcement learning, task allocation and cooperative sensing
in a multi‐agent team are important in driving accelerated
development in the state‐of‐the‐art in robotics. However, open
research questions are present which requires robots directly
helping each other to overcome challenges in resilience, reli-
ability and safety as discussed in bullet points 1–4.

To address the aforementioned challenges and gaps in the
state‐of‐the‐art we deployed a SMuRF to improve the overall
inspection during POCO. This utilised several robotic plat-
forms with sensors which fed data to a single DT interface
(Unity 3D). Whilst robotic failure was identified in our litera-
ture review, we identify that symbiotic interactions may be a
method to overcome these challenges in the future and is
discussed in more detail in this work. In addition, the DT
interface is a method which enables for visualisation of results
without overwhelming the user, albeit we did not have as much
data to report on when compared to the DARPA Sub‐T.

3 | METHODOLOGY

In this work, we propose a SMuRF utilising a Symbiotic Sys-
tem of Systems Approach (SSoSA) to enable a HITL to co-
ordinate a MR‐fleet and a variety of sensors within an analogue

nuclear environment [20]. A SSoSA is inspired by nature where
mutualistic, commensalistic and parasitic interactions take
place between the symbiont and host. The host is defined as an
element with a resource which is required by the symbiont
[100]. Where the symbiont and host interact, this results in
positive and/or negative outcomes. A mutualistic interaction
would leave both parties with positive outcomes. An example
includes interactions between sharks and remora fish. The
remora fish painlessly attach to sharks and detach to feed on
scraps once a shark has been hunted. With respect to engi-
neering, we utilise a system of systems approach which can be
described as a set of systems of system elements that interact to
provide a unique capability that none of the constituent ele-
ments can accomplish on its own. This can be applied to an
SSoSA where a fleet of heterogeneous robots work together to
provide mutualistic interactions resulting in an advanced
capability via shared use of hardware and software capabilities.

An SSoSA, when applied to a MR‐fleet, advances beyond
typical HITL collaborations and robot‐to‐robot collaborations.
Firstly, there are limitations from vendors of commercial‐off‐
the‐shelf platforms which do not have the ability to share in-
formation across the robots or collaborate with each other.
Secondly, robots face challenges in sharing information to a
unified DT environment for a HITL to oversee information
from inspections. Finally, there are challenges in reducing the
requirement for human intervention. To address this, robots
could be used to overcome challenges where human inter-
vention would have previously been used. This is represented
as symbiotic interactions where a robot could overturn a fallen
robot or provide additional sensing within an inspection
mission to corroborate results.

This article utilises open‐access commercial‐off‐the‐shelf‐
platforms, sensors, digitalisation tools and software to provide
a solution to coordinating a SMuRF within a nuclear IMR
mission. The methodology and implementation of this article
provide solutions, however, also identify several challenges
which exist within the state‐of‐the‐art and must be addressed
in the future for persistent and scalable autonomy sector‐wide.
This work was carried out within an in‐person ‘Research Sprint
Event’ at the RAICo1 facility with academic partners with an
overall aim to create and optimise how a mixed MR‐fleet can
utilise a CPS architecture for a dynamic inspection mission
such as within POCO of a nuclear facility.

Figure 4 presents the methodology which was taken when
addressing the challenges presented to MR‐fleets and scalable
autonomy. Scalable autonomy includes CPSs that have the
ability to be rapidly and regularly deployed in different facilities
with different requirements where the fleet can increase in size
depending on the inspection requirements of the facility. This
includes ensuring regulation, safety and autonomy meets
required industry standards. The first step includes creating an
operational MR‐fleet. This requires the use of robots and an
environment to validate that the autonomous missions are
purposeful and robot behaviour acts as designed to the re-
quirements of the inspection mission. This can include navi-
gation, manipulation, scanning and other ground up
capabilities.
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Secondly, to enable operation of a MR‐fleet, a user inter-
face is required for coordination. This includes symbiotic in-
teractions and robotic teamwork where robots can assist each
other in missions to improve inspection and adapt to different
challenges.

Human collaboration allows for run‐time mission report-
ing, data collection and status updates during the mission.
Human collaboration also creates trust across a MR‐fleet in
ensuring the robots complete tasks as directed and intended to
where query‐based learning emphasises this in the operation of
a MR‐fleet. Query‐based learning includes suggestions which
prompts to solicit HITL advice and support. This can enable
to confirm or deny threats within a mission and is the
fundamental core of cyber physical HITL systems resulting in
an energy efficient and resilient model. This also leads to
increased trust in the operation of a system and information of
the environment for the HITL.

Safety governance includes both the robot and HITL. The
human must have the ability to oversee the mission and
intervene in the presence of an expected failure and rectify the
mission when an unexpected failure occurs. The robots must
also have the ability to operate safely in different mission
scenarios which may be required for different regulations. For
example, some robots may not be ATEX compliant (ensuring
safe operation in explosive environments) therefore unable to
access different environments or some robots may require
different navigation restrictions in confined spaces or areas
which humans may also access.

Robot‐aware resilience includes the mitigation of risks due
to environment, personnel or other robots, throughout a
mission and being able to overcome them onboard the robot.
These can relate to:

� Reliability issues in hardware and software where robots can
take actions on maintaining each other.

� Resilience issues where robotic teamwork can enable a robot
to overcome challenges in the unstructured environment.

4 | IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we describe the implementation and results of
the semi‐autonomous inspection mission utilising the CPS
developed for a heterogeneous MR‐fleet. The symbiotic digital
architecture of the technologies applied is displayed within
Figure 5. Some considerations made during the implementa-
tion phase included how the human operator would decide on
which robotic platform to send in the mission first. This was
summarised as a series of decisions made regarding locomo-
tion, sensing and perception as displayed in Figure 6. Where
locomotion is described as a method of navigation for robots
regardless of if they have legs, wheels, propellers or other
methods of mobility, referring to the ability for the robot to
move from one waypoint to another whilst overcoming terrain
restraints. An example includes a wheeled robot being unable
to overcome rubble in most cases whereas a legged robot
could. Sense refers to the collection of sensors or devices in-
tegrated onto the robotic structure to gather information about
its environment when performing inspection. A noted
conclusion includes that it would be undesirable for a single
robot to have all the sensors onboard the robot as if the robot
was to fail in a nuclear area (due to radiation permanently
damaging its electronics), then that aspect of sensing would be
lost in the field until the robot was recovered and further
prolonged if it was unsafe to recover the robot [101‐103].
Perceive enables both the robot and more importantly, the
human to understand and interpret the outcomes of the in-
spection. This understanding facilitates the implementation of
maintenance procedures and, with respect to MR‐fleets, the
decision of which robot to deploy next in the mission.

Figure 7 presents a flow chart of the run‐time mission
objectives during the robotic inspection mission envelope.
Figure 8 presents an overview of the mission as viewed from
the DT. The figure, overlaid with arrows, visualises waypoints
of the robots and describes the different mission steps where
the colour coding of both figures are linked to aid in the un-
derstanding of the diagrams.

Divided into four steps, this mission involves (A) 3D
mapping using a Scout 2.0 UGV and a Scout Mini UGV
equipped with LiDAR sensors, (B) aerial inspection using a
Tello UAV and taking images of the area of interest, (C) hazard
mapping with radiation and FMCW sensors using the
CARMA2 robot and (D) a demonstration of symbiotic inter-
action via a Spot quadruped robot, Franka Panda manipulator
and CARMA robot. Appendix Tables A1 and A2, respectively,
highlight the development PC specifications used for operating
the multi robot fleet and the robots deployed with their
respective data collected.

In Step A, a 3D mapping scenario using a Scout 2.0 UGV
and Scout Mini equipped with LiDAR (Velodyne VLP‐16)

F I GURE 4 Overarching methodology of SMuRF which leads to
scalable autonomy.
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entered the designated inspection areas. The layout of these
areas was previously known to the operators based on original
building plans and BIM. These sources were used in the cre-
ation of the DT. The goal of the 3D mapping task is to account
for dynamic changes in the environment (i.e., objects moved,
hazards found or structural changes) that can be detected using
point cloud data. As these changes provided a degree of un-
certainty to the operators and robots, this step was prioritised
in the mission so the subsequent tasks could be carried out
with increased safety. Both the Scout and Scout Mini robots
utilised the odometry data from wheel encoders to accurately
populate the 3D map data which consisted of an occupancy

gird that allowed for global localisation and navigation through
the environment. The octomap algorithm was used where it
clusters points into vertices and then converts these points into
voxels. Octomap is also configured to work with multiple ro-
bots by incrementally matching the 3D scans for each robot
[104]. The live map, formed by stitching together the sensor
data from each robot, was operated and updated centrally in
the DT of the facility, where point cloud messages transmitted
by multiple robots were processed sequentially using a queue,
and voxels were updated accordingly. Figure 9 presents the
results of the 3D mapping task overlaid with the DT of the
inspection areas.

Step B involved the deployment of a Tello UAV to perform
an aerial survey. This was achieved by relaying a live camera
feed to the operator reflecting the results of the inspection to
the DT interface. In the mission, we introduced a physical
simulation of a low to intermediate radioactive waste storage
drum, leaking with an unknown substance (liquor as the ana-
lyte). Figure 10 illustrates how we identified and tagged the area
as a hazard by positioning a Unity game object resembling a
liquid and providing a general caution hazard tag around the

F I GURE 6 Decision making and considerations when deploying a
MR‐fleet. MR, multi‐robot.

F I GURE 5 Symbiotic digital architecture of the Cyber‐Physical System
(CPS).
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area. The hazard tag allows users of the DT model to tag areas
of concern such as the one identified.

In Step C, the CARMA robot was deployed to the in-
spection area to further investigate the spill that was identified
in the UAV camera feed using FMCW radar [105‐110], an α, β
detector and a γ sensor. The CARMA robot provided infor-
mation about whether the identified hazard was aqueous (from
FMCW data) and whether any radioactivity was detected (ra-
diation sensors) [109, 111, 112]. Figure 11 displays the key
tasks which CARMA completed where A indicates the iden-
tified area of inspection via the DT, B illustrates the CARMA
robot in the environment and C displays the planned path and
data generated by CARMA.

Metallic intermediate level waste is often encapsulated in
stainless steel drums where a dense material (grout) is utilised
to fill the gaps within the material under storage. Inspections at
Sellafield Ltd identified several containers exhibited consider-
able distortion resulting in safety concerns. This was caused by
the production of gases, which can be detrimental to the
structural integrity of the barrel and potentially flammable. It is

F I GURE 7 Flowchart of the robotic mission envelope alongside
improvements in the mission when utilising a CPS and SMuRF. HITL,
human‐in‐the‐loop.

F I GURE 8 An overview of the semi‐autonomous inspection mission
as viewed from the DT interface. Robot paths are displayed with coloured
arrows matched with coloured text through steps A‐B and specific
waypoints displayed via circles.

F I GURE 9 Results of the 3D mapping scenario for the inspection
mission of the RAICo1 Facility: (a) the physical environment and (b) the
generated voxels overlaid with the existing Building Information Models
(BIM) in the DT interface. The 3D mapping data was compared to existing
building plans and BIM data to detect dynamic changes to the environment.
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also thought that corrosion of these containers could release
metallic contamination, which can be particularly problematic
when aqueous. To ensure the containment of radioactive
metallic intermediate level waste, inspection procedures should
be in place to reduce this risk [113]. The aim of deployment of
the FMCW radar sensor onboard the CARMA robot was to
classify the type of a potential leakage around the drum where
the scenario presented to the robot includes (A) a dry concrete
flooring represented as a safely contained radioactive material,
(B) water located on the drum indicating a safely contained
material (i.e. the liquid does not originate from the drum
thereby is not a contaminated leak situation) and finally, (C)
liquor located on the floor which is a recognised hazard and
could promote the corrosion of contacting drums. For the
investigation we utilised an aqueous contamination solution
consisting of Epsom bath salts (Magnesium Sulphate), to
represent radioactive liquor. This was selected as the salts in the
water would increase the conductivity; thereby increasing the
contrast in the solution when compared to water, where real‐
world radioactive liquor would be expected to have metallic
radioactive elements, also increasing the conductivity similarly.
This allowed for a safe liquid which had similar characteristics

to that of liquor in a nuclear facility. In addition, the Epsom
bath salt also created a colour change of dark brown, allowing
for a ground truth of where the solution was positioned, with
much greater accuracy than water alone, enabling for the
assessment of the localisation of the spill to be interrogated
with higher confidence. The results and successful classifica-
tion of each scenario (A‐C) are presented in Figure 12. The
results display that the liquor solution returns higher return
signal amplitudes than the water and dry concrete flooring as
expected. This is reflected throughout the overview of the
intermediate frequency and at the interface (zoomed in
segment of Figure 12). This work enables for improved pro-
cedures during POCO if this hazard was identified as aqueous
contamination would require different cleaning methodologies
than dry contamination. Furthermore, if undetected, this could
lead to a robot spreading the contamination in the liquor
example presented in this article when compared to a dry case.

Once the identified area of concern had been examined, the
operator entered the waypoints to CARMA's autonomous path
planner. The CARMA robot then performed an autonomous
inspection of the surrounding area, recording data from all its
sensor modalities in the area surrounding the barrel.

As a significant γ activity was identified at the spill location,
the mission progressed into Step D where the symbiotic
interaction between a Spot quadruped robot and a Franka
Panda manipulator was demonstrated (Figure 13).

The deployment of Spot to the inspection area was trig-
gered by the operator from the DT interface. In this scenario,
Spot autonomously left its home location and proceeded to the
mobile garage (Figure 13a‐b) where a Franka Panda manipu-
lator is installed. The Franka Panda manipulator then provided
the appropriate tool for the hazards identified in the form of
an extra γ sensor (Thermo Fisher Radeye G10, Waltham, WA,
USA). The interaction commenced with the sensor being ac-
quired by Spot through grasping with its manipulator. Upon
acquiring the gamma sensor, Spot was then teleoperated to the
spill location where it completed a vertical radiation scan at
the centre of the radiation source. The scan ranged from the
ground level to approximately 1.2 m high (Figure 13c dis-
playing Spot holding the γ sensor) with discrete interval scans
of every 0.055 m. These heights were corroborated using a
Vicon unit, however in future would be calculated by Spot
itself. Upon completion of the vertical scan, Spot was then
teleoperated to return the gamma sensor back to the mobile
garage and then to its home position. The resulting vertical
scan provided an array of gamma dosage values (arbitrary
units) and height (metres), which can then be visualised in the
DT interface. Figure 14 shows a conceptual image of this
visualisation through the spawning of 3D disc objects where
size and colour can be mapped based on dosage readings
alongside a radiation hazard tag. To implement this concept in
Unity3D, we mapped a range of simulated recorded gamma
dosages into 10 levels (1—lowest and 10—highest) and allo-
cated size and colour parameters for each scan. The lowest
dosage level ‘1’ was assigned to have a size value of 1.0 in the
Unity3D xz scale and a light blue colour material corre-
sponding to the beginning of the jet colour scheme. For the

F I GURE 1 0 Results of the aerial inspection using a Tello UAV: (a) the
physical environment as surveyed from the UAV camera feed, (b) the DT
interface reflects the hazards identified displayed for the human operator
for analysis and reporting via a hazard tag presenting general caution.
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highest dosage level ‘10’, the size value was assigned to be 6.0
while the colour value was assigned to be dark red. The discs
were then stacked vertically from the lowest height at ground
level to its maximum height (i.e., the height at which spot was
able to scan with the gamma sensor). The sensor readings were
simulated (hence arbitrary units) due to safety restrictions if
working with real γ radiation to ensure the safety of the
personnel working in the RAICO1 facility. The robotic arm
moved upwards in stepped increments, hence the simulation
results in Figure 14 are presented similarly to reflect this.
However, information on detecting γ radiation can be found in
refs. [114, 115].

In this section, we presented the implementation of a semi‐
autonomous mission using a heterogeneous MR‐fleet in a CPS.
The robot fleet enabled the construction and fusion of several
sensors (i.e., camera, LiDAR, FMCW, alpha radiation and
gamma radiation) into a single DT environment which allowed
the robot operators and future inspectors to view and tag
potential areas of concern. The information provided and
analysed using this system can be used to inform decisions for
future missions within this dynamic environment.

5 | DISCUSSION

This article reports on the first implementation of a cyber‐
physical SMuRF within the RAICo1 mock‐up nuclear facility.
The physical environment was setup to simulate a decom-
missioning scenario for POCO and presented to Sellafield Ltd.

A SMuRF was deployed with the intention to inspect the area
for radiation levels and asset health monitoring.

Valuable lessons have been learned in the preparation
required when deploying a MR‐fleet and the decisions which
should be made in the coordination of robots within a POCO
mission. Currently there is no procedure or regulation which
exists to advise on MR‐fleet deployment, therefore this
research will assist in structuring a pathway to the effective use
of robots in Nuclear facilities. We considered what information
an engineer would already have about the inspected facility
such as a blueprint of a floorplan of the facility and what in-
formation they would require following the inspection. For
example, an overview of significant changes in the environ-
ment would be evaluated first. This would allow for a list of
tasks to be created for further IMR. The key points and
learnings are discussed in the following subsections.

5.1 | Symbiotic interactions

An advantage of the deployment of the heterogeneous SMuRF
working as a team resulted in an improved inspection volume
when compared to a single robot. The CARMA robot is well
suited for mapping and measuring levels of α, β and γ radiation
present on the floor. However, the CARMA robot faces a
limitation when measuring levels of radiation at heights such as
within the example of measuring radiation on a storage tank.
This example demonstrated an effective symbiotic interaction
between SPOT and CARMA where SPOT's manipulator was

F I GURE 1 1 Continuous Autonomous Radiometric Monitoring Assistant (CARMA) UGV provides a map of the hazards in the areas of interest.
(a) CARMA localisation within the DT interface, (b) a photo of CARMA in the physical environment, and (c) Data generated by CARMA using its Frequency
Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW), Alpha, and Gamma sensors.
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used to take measurements at different heights using a radia-
tion detector initially deployed on CARMA. This interaction
would be useful in a dosimetry context, where the dose at
multiple heights is useful to determine the risks associated with
an environment.

A key barrier in having a single robot with a wide range of
sensors onboard includes the scenario where the robot becomes
stranded or unrecoverable. A key benefit of having a SMuRF
enables for several robots to utilise their diverse capabilities
positively with a distributed sensing capability across the fleet. As
the mission environment and objectives adapt, so too can the
SMuRF to ensure the overall mission profile is achieved. This is
the reason why a symbiotic approach is required and the reason
for not installing the γ sensor onboard SPOT at the start of the
mission to demonstrate this capability. As identified in Section 2,
the DARPA teams faced challenges when their robots became
stranded. Hence, we demonstrate extended capability of a
mission via symbiotic interactions which allow a group of robots
to complement each other by adapting rapidly to changing in-
spection or environmental requirements.

The FMCW radar for ground integrity analysis provided a
useful sensor modality during this inspection. During the in-
spection, a leak representing a puddle of unidentified liquid,
was identified visually by the DJI Tello drone. The identified
area was displayed in the DT interface to enable an operator to
deploy a robot with appropriate sensing modalities. A symbi-
otic interaction across the robots and DT enabled for further
validation via the CARMA robot. The sensors onboard
CARMA indicated both the presence of aqueous waste and
that this waste was radioactive, therefore hazardous. This in-
formation could enable an operator to take action to reduce
risks and take appropriate intervention to maintain the integrity
of infrastructure/assets.

5.2 | Digital twinning

TheDT interface enabled improved visualisation and situational
awareness throughout the facility, circumventing the need for

F I GURE 1 2 Results from the Frequency Modulated Continuous
Wave (FMCW) radar sensor for detection of liquor solution, water and dry
flooring.

F I GURE 1 4 Digital twin interface highlighting resulting readings
from the z‐axis scan for gamma radiation via radiation hazard tag.

F I GURE 1 3 Symbiotic interaction between Spot quadruped and
Franks Panda Manipulator (a) Spot moving through environment, (b) Spot
collecting the tool from the mobile garage at the Franka manipulator,
(c) Spot performing a vertical scan of the surrounding area with the γ
sensor.
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human exposure. This DT enables improved mission planning
and provides an interface which can allow operators to make
critical interventions through improved perception and explo-
ration of 3Ddata. In addition tominimising operator overload as
discussed by several teams in the DARPA SubT challenge and
listed in Table 2 as the operator overload column. Operator
cognitive overload was minimised via the inclusion of hazard
tags relative to the environment meaning that the HITL can
oversee the mission and drag/drop themselves into the cyber
version of the facility to identify the hazard tag. This reduces the
time pressures for the HITL monitoring the operation of the
fleet which is created via a list of tasks for the human. The DT
also facilitates trust by providing a holistic overview of the
environment and the inspection mission state. An interface for
direct robot teleoperation was also provided to the operator
through the DT interface, and this is a particularly important
functionality in the nuclear industry, where autonomous opera-
tion is not desirable for certain critical tasks.

The cyber physical SMuRF was designed to preserve the
continuous exchange of data, whether it may be with the com-
mands for the teleoperation of the robots or the recording and
visualisation of the data in near real‐time. However, another
useful feature of this system is the replaying of recorded sce-
narios in the DT interface. The capability to review completed
missions offline provides an excellent use case for the provision
of accurate and reliable information during report generation of
exploration and routine inspection missions from the nuclear
facility. We also introduced the ability of the user to tag hazards,
issues, and other incidents for later use. In this way, stakeholders
will be able to review and keep themselves updated with the
current activities of the team.

5.3 | Sensing aqueous contamination

Gaining the information for wet versus dry contamination is
of high importance for nuclear sector stakeholders. For
example, a Boston Dynamics SPOT was deployed within
Chernobyl's reactor 4, where the quadruped platform was
preferred over a wheeled platform to minimise the contact
surface area when navigating around the facility. This would
minimise the dispersion and escape of radioactive dust [116].
In the example with a wheeled robot such as CARMA, the
robot driving over the contaminated liquids could result in
further spread and contamination of radioactivity around a
facility. In addition, determining the surface composition of
the ground is of vital importance not only for monitoring
radiation levels around a facility but also for the efficacy of
the robotic platform for self‐certification purposes. This is
due to radiation having the capability to damage electronics
onboard the robotic platform.

The FMCW radar sensor could have been used to further
research the physical properties of an active solution, however
this was beyond the scope of this work. This could have
involved oils as an alternative, however, the work conducted
was a reasonable and justified comparison for a nuclear specific
scenario.

5.4 | Lessons learned

There were also challenges faced in the deployment of the
SMuRF resulting in lessons learned for future iterations of the
robotic inspection mission. RAICO1 has several static wireless
routers stationed around the facility with access to Internet. On
occasion, communication imperfections limited the initiation
of the robotic missions on the robotic teams. To overcome
these challenges, advanced methods will be introduced such as
edge computing to offload computation to the edge resources
which will improve communication reliability and delay [117‐
119]. Another solution would be using onboard autonomy
where necessary by introducing a hierarchy of autonomy. For
example, some local processing can be established and fed
back to the HITL at events of interest. Furthermore, the
establishment of a 5G pop up network could have improved
the network limitations. Due to the thick lead shielding walls
present in nuclear environments, it can be assumed that
wireless communications are restricted in several rooms
(similar to DARPA SubT challenge), therefore it may have been
beneficial to tether a 5G pop up network via a Clearpath
Husky robot, which enables for wireless communication across
the fleet of robots within a room. This would improve the
reliability of communication between robot teams and HITL
where a mesh network topology can branch off from the main
5G hub. Utilisation of 5G also would significantly improve the
data rate for applications that require large data rates such as
virtual reality for immersive telepresence, which involves the
HITL. Additionally, ultra‐low latency and ultra‐high reliability
would be achieved with 5G for critical tasks which is not
possible with pre‐5G cellular communications or WIFI. In
sectors such as the nuclear industry, where a MR‐fleet could be
often used, communication infrastructure may be non‐existent
or insufficient to handle the minimum requirements of RAS.
Therefore, methods must be in place to overcome these
resilience challenges. In our scenario, we encountered chal-
lenges with an established operational WIFI network at the
RAICO1 facility, highlighting the importance of ensuring
coverage and capacity through mesh networking or other
advanced methods to ensure functionality of autonomous MR
systems.

Albeit, cybersecurity was not a key performance indicator
of this article, for any robotic deployments in operational
nuclear sites cybersecurity will be of high importance to ensure
that all potential avenues are neutralised. These can include
issues, vulnerabilities, threats, nature and risks throughout a
system as robotics provides different opportunities for mali-
cious materials to cause a significant detrimental effect. These
threats can range from secure networking, management
vulnerability, malicious spies, service disruptors and system
flaws [120, 121].

This work will aid in informing new best practices where
we can create operational decision support maps to capture the
full data and information requirements of individual robots,
fleet, inspection mission and infrastructure environment. This
would include speed, accuracy and verification which analyses
both robot health status, mission performance and safety
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governance. This would then inform when we require online
data, and whether the analysis should be conducted in feder-
ated and/or a centralised approach.

Resilience is a challenge which requires continuous
advancement as robots become more complex and are
deployed in more dynamic environments. Fail‐safe systems
include a system which becomes safe, preventing the occur-
rence of more serious problems [122]. Challenges include
identifying areas in the environment or limitations in robotic
capability to address scenarios where a robot fails. For the
nuclear sector, this also presents challenges as the failure on-
board a robot can lead to a failure within infrastructure if it
cannot be mitigated. This could be prevented via self‐
certification of the robot, HITL intervention or intervention
via another robot in the SMuRF.

Within our SMuRF we utilised five commercial‐off‐the‐
shelf robots (one of which had several bespoke adaptations).
Using heterogeneous robots from different companies, typi-
cally results in a deployment scenario where the robots work in
their own silos as there is no centralised interoperable graphical
user interface for fleet management or a data sharing stream.
We have overcome this via the implementation of our DT for
fleet management; however, this did come with challenges in
minimising complexity and restrictive time duration due to the
research sprint event. This article addresses these key points
where a SMuRF was utilised to represent intelligent infra-
structure to manage the assets and buildings via an inspection.
Humans were positioned further from dangerous areas
allowing the robots to access potentially dangerous areas
hereby reducing risks. Finally, information was delivered digi-
tally via the DT dashboard and used to improve planning and
decision making during POCO.

6 | CONCLUSION

This research article reports on lessons learned and the uti-
lisation of a symbiotic cyber physical architecture for a MR‐
fleet deployment within an environment representative of a
nuclear facility. The drivers for robotics and Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) were identified for the nuclear sector alongside
constraints in single system deployments within well‐defined
use cases. We identify capability challenges which a symbiotic
multi robot fleet methodology addresses and overcomes.
Within the robotic aspects of this project, our results
demonstrate increased operational awareness of an environ-
ment and the inclusion of symbiotic interactions which
leverage the capability across the mission due to the unique
characteristics of each robot in the SMuRF. Within sensing, our
results enable for a new sensing mechanism to allow for
improved understanding of potential hazards within a facility
such as aqueous contamination or liquor.

The key contributions of this article include the address-
ment of reliability, safety compliance and resilience throughout
a MR mission envelope via symbiotic interactions and the in-
clusion of query‐based learning for a HITL with the aim to-
wards symbiotic autonomy as a service. The objectives from

this article include the creation of a DT interface with the
ability to access near to real‐time data from the SMuRF,
symbiotic interactions across a robot team and the novel
deployment of microwave radar sensing for ground integrity
inspection to localise potential aqueous contamination across a
nuclear facility.

7 | FUTURE WORK

In future, for the nuclear sector, robotic platforms will be
deployed ahead of human deployments to gain more infor-
mation about a site and increase safety for humans by working
at a distance and in safe areas [121]. Several types of different
robots will be deployed autonomously and semi autonomously
for different jobs tailored to their robotic capability as shown
Figure 15. This will require humans to designate different jobs
for robots to complete. Fleet management will be essential in
the coordination of the robotic platforms where robots must
translate data into actionable information for a HITL to absorb
and action replanning. This will require several sensors to be
accessible via a dashboard which can be accessed remotely.
This dashboard and DT can also include results and historic
data about a facility. In summary, this work will increase safety,
improve rates of inspection to increase the rate of decom-
missioning of the nuclear sector and encourage information
sharing across engineers accessing a site.

However, as levels of autonomy and responsibility increase
in robotics for nuclear, cybersecurity measures must also in-
crease to ensure the safe deployment. Cyberattacks including
issues, vulnerabilities, threats, risk and nature of cybersecurity
threats are areas that cyber attackers can exploit when gaining
access to systems [123‐125]. Therefore, there is a requirement
for watchdog agents to monitor security measures where either
the robot or human operator may become compromised,
hereby ensuring the run‐time integrity of SMuRF assets. For
example, in the scenario where a robot is hacked maliciously or
where an employee becomes corrupt and overrides the safety

F I GURE 1 5 Composite image of a SMuRF in an industrial
environment highlighting infrastructural sensors, ground and aerial vehicles
positioned together.
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compliance constraints. This is where we would implement a
design of experiment that features statistical analysis in the pre‐
mission planning alongside contingencies which align with key
performance indicators of nuclear operators such as defence in
depth requirements, increases in productivity and reduction in
workforce in radioactive areas [23].

The future development of this project will seek to
improve the functionality of the DT to enable for further
coordination of the SMuRF. A HITL can coordinate the ro-
botic fleet and oversee data at near to real‐time or at the right
time to minimise communication and data constrictions across
a wireless network. The DT will also include opportunities to
simulate symbiotic interactions ahead of them taking place in
the physical world to ensure that these autonomous in-
teractions which take place are optimised for the mission
envelope.

Green and Red AI is a new concept which is being iden-
tified to improve the energy usage of processing within ma-
chine learning and AI models that consume high amounts of
energy to complete tasks. How efficient these programs is
under scrutiny as perhaps power consumption could have been
minimised and utilised elsewhere to become more sustainable.
This approach can lead to improved battery durations of ro-
botic platforms and reduce power consumption across wireless
communications and computer interfaces controlling the
SMuRF in the future.
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Appendixes A

TABLE A1 Development PC
specifications.

Component Description

Processor Dual intel xeon E5520

RAM 64 GB DDR3

Graphics card Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070Ti

Headset HTC vive pro

Operating system Windows 10 education, Ubuntu 18.04 (virtual machine)

TABLE A2 Robots used and their
respective key data collected.

Robot Data

DJI tello Clock, diagnostics, joystick control, camera info, velocity, IMU, land,
odometry, status

Boston Dynamics SPOT Battery status, estimated runtime, motor power state and batter charge status

CARMA Waypoint poses, odometry, alpha/gamma frames, alpha measurement, beta
measurement, gamma measurement, FMCW sensor

Agile X scout and mini Velocity commands, odometry, 3D lidar, 3D map data, motor states, base
state, battery voltage, control mode

TABLE A3 Elsevier CRediT author statement with author contributions for this research article [126].

Term Author Description of contribution

Conceptualisation Daniel Mitchell, David Flynn, Hasan Kivrak, Manuel Giuliani, Paul
Dominick Emor Baniqued, Samuel Thomas Harper, Simon Watson,
Jennifer David

Formulation of research goals, aims and ideas

Methodology Andrew West, Bahman Nouri Rahmat Abadi, Daniel Mitchell, David
Flynn, Erwin Jose Lopez Pulgarin, Hasan Kivrak, Jamie Rowland
Douglas Blanche, Joseph Bolarinwa, Keir Groves, Manuel Giuliani,
Melissa Sandison, Paul Dominick Emor Baniqued, Paul Bremner,
Samuel Thomas Harper, Shivoh Nandakumar, Simon Watson,
Zhengyi Jiang

Development/design of methodology, model creation

Software Andrew West, Bahman Nouri Rahmat Abadi, Bin Liu, Burak Kizilkaya,
Erwin Jose Lopez Pulgarin, Hasan Kivrak, Joseph Bolarinwa,
Kanzhong Yao, Keir Groves, Liquan Qi, Melissa Sandison, Paul
Dominick Emor Baniqued, Paul Bremner, Samuel Thomas Harper,
Shivoh Nandakumar, Subham Agrawal, Zhen Meng, Zhengyi Jiang

Programming, software development, implementation of
code and supporting algorithms, testing of code
components

Validation Andrew West, Bahman Nouri Rahmat Aabadi, Daniel Mitchell, Hasan
Kivrak, Jamie Rowland Douglas Blance, Kanzhong Yao, Keir Groves,
Liyuan Qi, Melissa Sandison, Paul Dominick Emor Baniqued

Verification, whether as a part of the activity or separate, of
the overall replication/reproducibility of results/
experiments and other research outputs

Investigation Abdul Zahid, Andrew West, Bahman Nouri Rahmat Abadi, Bin Liu, Burak
Kizilkaya, Daniel Mitchell, David Flynn, David John Francis, Erwin
Jose Lopez Pulgarin, Hasan Kivrak, Jamie Rowland Douglas Blanche,
Jingyan Wang, Joseph Bolarinwa, Kanzhong Yao, Keir Groves, Liyuan
Qi, Mahmoud A. Shawky, Manuel Giuliani, Melissa Sandison, Paul
Dominick Emor Baniqued, Paul Bremner, Samuel Thomas Harper,
Shivoh Nandakumar, Simon Watson, Subham Agrawal, Xiangmin Xu,
Zhen Meng, Zhengyi Jiang

Conducting a research and investigation process, specifically
performing the experiments and evidence collection

Resources David Flynn, Guodong Zhao, Jamie Rowland Douglas Blanche,
Muhammad Ali Imran, Simon Watson, Barry Lennox, Ognjen
Marjanovic, Theodore Lim, Wasim Ahmad

Provision of study materials, materials, laboratory samples,
instrumentation, computing resources, robots, sensors or
other analysis tools

(Continues)
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TAB LE A3 (Continued)

Term Author Description of contribution

Data curation Andrew West, Bahman Nouri Rahmat Abadi, Bin Liu, David John Francis,
Erwin Jose Lopez Pulgarin, Hasan Kivrak, Jingyan Wang, Kanzhong
Yao, Keir Groves, Liyuan Qi, Melissa Sandison, Paul Dominick Emor
Baniqued, Paul Bremner, Samuel Thomas Harper, Subham Agrawal,
Zhengyi Jiang

Management activities to annotate (produce metadata), scrub
data and maintain research data (including software code,
where it is necessary for interpreting the data itself) for
initial use and later reuse

Writing original
draft

Andrew West, Bin Liu, Burak Kizilkaya, Daniel Mitchell, Erwin Jose
Lopez Pulgarin, Hasan Kivrak, Jamie Rowland Douglas Blanche,
Joseph Bolarinwa, Kangzhong Yao, Keir Groves, Liyuan Qi,
Mahmoud A. Shawky, Melissa Sandison, Paul Dominick Emor
Baniqued, Paul Bremner, Samuel Thomas Harper, Shivoh
Nandakumar, Subham Agrawal, Thomas Johnson, Xiangmin Xu,
Zhen Meng, Zhengyi Jiang

Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published
work, specifically writing the initial draft

Writing review and
editing

David Flynn, Manuel Giuliani, Simon Watson, Olaluwa Popoola, Paul
Bremner, Paul Dominick Emor Baniqued, Andrew West, Daniel
Mitchell, Thomas Johnson

Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published
work by those from the original research group,
specifically critical review, commentary or revision—
including pre‐or post‐publication stages

Visualisation Daniel Mitchell, Hasan Kivrak, Paul Dominick Emor Baniqued, Samuel
Thomas Harper

Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published
work, specifically visualisation/data presentation

Supervision Andrew West, Daniel Mitchell, David Flynn, Guodong Zhao, Hasan
Kivrak, Keir Groves, Manuel Giuliani, Melissa Sandison, Paul
Dominick Emor Baniqued, Samuel Thomas Harper, Simon Watson,
Theodore Lim, Wasim Ahmad, Barry Lennox, Ognjen Marjanovic

Oversight, leadership and mentorship responsibility for the
research activity

Project
administration

Bahman Nouri Rahmat Abadi, Daniel Mitchell, Hasan Kivrak, Melissa
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